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Let us Start Thinking before Deciding the 
Best Fit Solution  

Let us look at the Pros and Cons of the 
Modernization Options

  As-Is process migration to Open Systems on Cloud

  Revolutionary CX Rehashed migration to 
    Open Systems on Cloud

  Producer Consumer data hub approach

How to Decide the Right Approach for 
Legacy Modernization to Cloud

Conclusion
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What is a legacy application & data? Gartner defines a legacy application as “an information system that may  
be based on outdated technologies but is critical to day-to-day operations.” Many large-scale organizations  
use legacy applications running on an obsolete mainframe or other legacy technologies for core business 
operations such as high-volume data processing.

Why legacy applications and data are a problem? Often, the older technology of legacy applications will not 
allow them to interact or integrate with new systems. Although the application still caters to the needs it was 
initially designed for, it will not scale as the business grows. Lack of security increases the total cost of             
ownership towards maintaining the system and lack of insights and information are the other reasons for    
legacy modernization to the latest technologies on the cloud. In a nutshell.

  Legacy applications are hindering potential growth  
  The demand for modern technologies is growing  
  Onboarding is more critical than ever  
  Poor integration is costly
  Talent Shortage & Aging Workforce is becoming the leading constraint

Migrating legacy mainframe applications to modern technology involves three different approaches and 
patterns based on the organization's individual needs and objectives.

  As-Is Process Migration 
  Revolutionary CX rehashed Migration
  Producer/Consumer Data Hub Approach 

As an organization that wants to do legacy modernization to get the most out of the modernization journey,  
you may want to choose a suitable approach considering the below:

Analyze your Application & Data Inventory:
Start with a careful analysis of your application & data landscape and the infrastructure that supports it.        
You should ask yourself the below questions:

  How many applications & data stores do you have?
  What is your application’s & data’s cloud compatibility?
  What is the application’s and datastore’s short and long-term business value?

Understand your Business Goals:
Think through what you are trying to accomplish with your modernization efforts; their benefits and returns to 
the IT & business community.

  What are your organization’s short-term goals and objectives?
  What are your organization’s long-term goals and objectives?
  What is the return on investment (ROI) expected?

Estimate your Budget & Timeline:
It is important that you plan your overall budget, timeline, and outcome of the modernization initiative.

  What is the cost to realize, and the level of effort needed for modernization?
  What is the projected value once modernized?
  Is there a hard deadline you need to meet?
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As-Is process migration to Open Systems on Cloud
This approach is focused on lifting and shifting the on-premise application and data to the cloud in an as-is 
process. In this approach, the application code is modernized, and the core processes remain untouched. While 
migrating the applications and data stores to the cloud you need to figure out the dependencies between the 
applications and their compatibility with the cloud.

This approach involves the lowest cost and risk. While re-architecting projects can take long years, this approach 
keeps the underlying business rules & logic intact, meaning no impact on your business operations. This can 
always be a good first step if you find yourself with limited resources.

Producer Consumer data hub approach
The above two approaches need an extensive understanding of the application. The newer approach is to build a 
new-gen data hub on the cloud with needed data domains for the organization. Then this data hub will enable a 
handshake between the producer and consumers through the data hub. The legacy core will then need to have 
only the basic record-keeping function and all integration & APIs will be through the data hub as indicated below.

Revolutionary CX Rehashed migration to Open Systems on Cloud
A CX rehashed migration is the middle ground. It covers the above as-is approach plus CX-focused optimized 
process redesign to take advantage of the next-generation digital transformation possibilities. A quick workshop 
with CX-based user stories rehashing is considered. Code migration to open systems is rehashed to cover these 
process enhancements to optimize the processes.

It is important for you to have a high-level view of your goals and an understanding of your current state. This 
could help you analyze the different options you have and how they are aligning with your objectives. Let us 
look at the three different options and their benefits.

Disadvantages:

 Does not take full advantage of the cloud
 Processes remain unoptimized
 CX, Process experience will still be legacy

Disadvantages:

• “Scope creep” can turn into a full-blown new
development project

 Needs a deep understanding of current 
   processes and code

Advantages:

 Shorter timeline 
 Minimal refactoring of processes
 Faster cloud adoption

Advantages:

 Middle ground in terms of timeline 
 Gets a fresh UX/UI and new-gen user experience
 Enhanced processes enable a better user experience 
   and optimized costs
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Advantages:

 Utilizes new-gen cloud data architectures that have parallel processing
 Makes the legacy core downsized as a record-keeping system and thereby de-risks it
 A longer lifespan as it uses new-gen platform and tech which makes it easier to maintain as technology  
 continue to evolve
 Scalable with both consumers and producers

Disadvantages:

 Needs deep understanding of current processes and enhancements
 Longest timeline of the approaches

According to IDC, 65 percent of organizations will aggressively modernize legacy systems with extensive new 
technology platform investments through 2023. To be more precise, IDC predicts that digital transformation 
spending will grow with over 53 percent of all information and communications technology investments by 
2023. The efficiency of the invested funds will heavily rely on the approach an enterprise chooses to follow.

Gartner says: “If you face a legacy challenge, the best approach depends on the problem you are trying to 
solve. Replacement is not the only option. The key is to understand if your problem is caused by technology, 
architecture, or functionality of the application, and how each modernization approach improves those 
aspects.”

An alternative classification of approaches is primarily based on the level of recent technology applied to a 
legacy system to modernize it. The classification includes the following approaches: total transformation, 
gradual replacement, the duct tape approach, improve existing, and no system change. The latter is the case 
when a company decides to delay transformation and observe the industry while checking whether its systems 
are agile enough to manage growth.
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The system evolves and is influenced by different development methods – from adding a line of
code to complete reimplementation. There are two common methods for dealing with the legacy
problem that involves major structural changes: revolutionary (band-aid) and evolutionary (new-gen).            
Yet, all of them have benefits  as well as drawbacks.

 The as-is process migration is usually less painful and does not disrupt the major business processes hence  
   significantly lower risks for the company. 
• The revolutionary method revolves around developing and conducting a legacy system replacement strategy

with process improvements in mind. Yet, it often turns into a band-aid method, where you focus on solving
the problems instead of removing the factors that cause them.

• The evolutionary method enables new generation modernization process considering the new-gen platforms
and expansion as a data-based digital transformation option.

“The technology is always getting faster, and automation simpler. We need to keep up with that and the 
business use cases and requirements that may emerge.”

Choose the modernization approach that will have the highest effect and value to your organization by mapping 
the three modernization options in terms of their effect on technology, architecture, functionality, and cost.

This whitepaper introduced you to approaches for legacy migration to open systems on the cloud so that it    
can utilize a modernized technology stack designed to avoid any hiccups pre or post rewrite. 

SLK has a unique approach to building data hubs & publish Data as an API from this cloud data hub for            
producers and consumers using industry data standards like FDX, IFX, BIAN, LIMRA, and ISO. This enables 
bypassing the structured stores, legacy cores, and costly middleware layers. While legacy on-premise data 
stores and cores have been around for a decade, new-gen cloud data stores & hub systems are slowly
replacing them. APIs built on them are reducing the cycle time of legacy systems and storage thereby              
enabling next-gen systems foundation towards a swift digital transformation
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SLK is a global technology services provider focused on bringing AI, intelligent automation, and analytics together to create 
leading-edge technology solutions for our customers through a culture of partnership, led by an evolutionary mindset. For 
over 20 years, we've helped organizations across diverse industries - insurance providers, financial service organizations, 
investment management companies, and manufacturers - reimagine their business and solve their present and future needs. 
Being A Great Place To Work Certified, we encourage an approach of constructively challenging the status quo in all that we 
do to enable peak business performance for our customers and for ourselves, through disruptive technologies, applied 
innovation, and purposeful automation. Find out how we help leading organizations reimagine their business at 
https://www.slksoftware.com/
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